Alaska

New Weekly Deaths

Total Deaths

American Samoa

New Weekly Deaths

Total Deaths
Connecticut

New Weekly Deaths

Total Deaths

Delaware

New Weekly Deaths

Total Deaths

Update: 2020-10-19
Georgia

New Weekly Deaths

Reported: Georgia-HSPH, GT-DeepCOVID, UGA-CEID, Columbia-UNC, Covid19Sim, MIT-ORC, Columbia, DDS, LSHTM

Georgia

New Weekly Deaths

Reported: Georgia-HSPH, GT-DeepCOVID, UGA-CEID, Columbia-UNC, Covid19Sim, MIT-ORC, Columbia, DDS, LSHTM

Guam

New Weekly Deaths

Reported: Guam

Guam

New Weekly Deaths

Reported: Guam

Total Deaths


Total Deaths


Update: 2020-10-19

Minnesota

New Weekly Deaths Reported

- Google-HSPH
- Georgia Tech
- IHME
- University of Michigan
- University of Minnesota
- Columbia University
- Johns Hopkins University
- US Census Bureau
- UGA-CEID
- University of Washington
- UCL
- Columbia
- UT
- Trifecta
- Columbia-UNC
- MIT-ORC
- Columbia DDS
- LSHTM
- Geneva
- CovidSim

Total Deaths Reported

- Averaged across all models
- Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals

Ensemble Models:
- GA
- GA-CEID
- Columbia
- University of Minnesota
- CovidSim
- Columbia-UNC
- MIT-CRC
- Columbia DDS
- LSHTM
- Geneva
- Google-HSPH

New Weekly Deaths Reported
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Total Deaths Reported

- Averaged across all models
- Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals

Ensemble Models:
- GA
- GA-CEID
- Columbia
- University of Minnesota
- CovidSim
- Columbia-UNC
- MIT-CRC
- Columbia DDS
- LSHTM
- Geneva
- Google-HSPH

Mississippi

New Weekly Deaths Reported

- Google-HSPH
- Georgia Tech
- IHME
- University of Michigan
- University of Minnesota
- Columbia University
- Johns Hopkins University
- US Census Bureau
- UGA-CEID
- University of Washington
- UCL
- Columbia
- UT
- Trifecta
- Columbia-UNC
- MIT-ORC
- Columbia DDS
- LSHTM
- Geneva
- CovidSim

Total Deaths Reported

- Averaged across all models
- Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals

Ensemble Models:
- GA
- GA-CEID
- Columbia
- University of Minnesota
- CovidSim
- Columbia-UNC
- MIT-CRC
- Columbia DDS
- LSHTM
- Geneva
- Google-HSPH

New Weekly Deaths Reported
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- Georgia Tech
- IHME
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- University of Minnesota
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- Johns Hopkins University
- US Census Bureau
- UGA-CEID
- University of Washington
- UCL
- Columbia
- UT
- Trifecta
- Columbia-UNC
- MIT-ORC
- Columbia DDS
- LSHTM
- Geneva
- CovidSim

Total Deaths Reported

- Averaged across all models
- Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals

Ensemble Models:
- GA
- GA-CEID
- Columbia
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- CovidSim
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- Columbia DDS
- LSHTM
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- Google-HSPH

Update: 2020-10-19

Nebraska

New Weekly Deaths

Reported
BPagine
UGA−CEID
Columbia−UNC
Covid19Sim
Columbia
DDS
LSHTM
Geneva

New Weekly Deaths
Aug−17 Aug−31 Sep−14 Sep−28 Oct−12 Oct−26 Nov−09

Total Deaths

Reported
BPagine
UGA−CEID
Columbia−UNC
Covid19Sim
Columbia
DDS
LSHTM
Geneva

Total Deaths
Aug−17 Aug−31 Sep−14 Sep−28 Oct−12 Oct−26 Nov−09

Nevada

New Weekly Deaths

Reported
BPagine
UGA−CEID
Columbia−UNC
Covid19Sim
Columbia
DDS
LSHTM
Geneva

New Weekly Deaths
Aug−17 Aug−31 Sep−14 Sep−28 Oct−12 Oct−26 Nov−09

Total Deaths

Reported
BPagine
UGA−CEID
Columbia−UNC
Covid19Sim
Columbia
DDS
LSHTM
Geneva

Total Deaths
Aug−17 Aug−31 Sep−14 Sep−28 Oct−12 Oct−26 Nov−09

Update: 2020−10−19
**New weekly deaths may increase in this location over the next four weeks. For these locations, the ensemble forecast indicates a probability of 0.75 or greater that more deaths will be reported in week four of the forecast than in the last reported week.**
Oklahoma

New Weekly Deaths Reported

Aug−17 Aug−31 Sep−14 Sep−28 Oct−12 Oct−26 Nov−9

BPhysic
UGA−CEID
CMU
Columbia−UNC
Covid18Sim
JHU−CSSE
JHU−APL
Karlen
LSHTM
LAM
LBC
LSU
MCT−MRC
MSA
NIPS
UCI−CM
UCI−MD
UM
UCR
UCD−NEU
UCLA
UM−MB
USC
Vanderbilt

New Weekly Deaths

Aug−17 Aug−31 Sep−14 Sep−28 Oct−12 Oct−26 Nov−9

Google−HO
UGA−CEID
CMU
Columbia−UNC
Covid18Sim
JHU−CSSE
JHU−APL
Karlen
LSHTM
LAM
LBC
LSU
MCT−MRC
MSA
NIPS
UCI−CM
UCI−MD
UM
UCR
UCD−NEU
UCLA
UM−MB
USC
Vanderbilt

Total Deaths
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BPhysic
UGA−CEID
CMU
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Vanderbilt

Oregon

New Weekly Deaths Reported

Aug−17 Aug−31 Sep−14 Sep−28 Oct−12 Oct−26 Nov−9

BPhysic
UGA−CEID
CMU
Columbia−UNC
Covid18Sim
JHU−CSSE
JHU−APL
Karlen
LSHTM
LAM
LBC
LSU
MCT−MRC
MSA
NIPS
UCI−CM
UCI−MD
UM
UCR
UCD−NEU
UCLA
UM−MB
USC
Vanderbilt
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Vanderbilt

Total Deaths

Reported

Aug−17 Aug−31 Sep−14 Sep−28 Oct−12 Oct−26 Nov−9

BPhysic
UGA−CEID
CMU
Columbia−UNC
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LAM
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LSU
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Update: 2020−10−19
West Virginia

New Weekly Deaths

Total Deaths

Wisconsin

New Weekly Deaths

Total Deaths
